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Bridges are ageing and traffic is growing, which creates a demand for accurate fatigue life
assessment. The Europabrücke – a well known Austrian steel bridge near Innsbruck,
opened in 1963 - is one of the main alpine north-south routes for urban and freight traffic.
Currently the bridge is stressed by more than 30 000 motor vehicles per day (approximately
20% freight traffic). The superstructure is represented by a steel box girder (width = 10 m;
variable height along the bridge-length 4.70 – 7.70 m) and an orthotropic deck and bottom
plate. This motorway bridge with six spans differing in their length (longest span 198 m,
supported by piers with an elevation of 190 m) and a total length of 657 m comprises six
lanes, three for each direction distributed on a width of almost 25 meters. It represents a
bridge generation, where bridge designers acted on a maximum of building material
economisation. A long-term preoccupation of VCE with BRIMOS® (BRIdge MOnitoring
System) on the Europabrücke (since 1997) with regard to fatigue problems and possible
damage led to the installation of a permanent monitoring system in 2003. A lot of
investigation has already been devoted to reach the superior goal, which is the
determination of the relation between the randomly induced traffic loading (vehicles per
day) and the fatigue-relevant, dynamic response of the structure, exclusively caused by
freight traffic. As life-time predictions in modern standards depend on lots of assumptions,
the emphasis is to replace those premises – referring to loading - by measurements. A
Dynamic Weight Registration Procedure for freight traffic – the major feature of the
permanent monitoring system – mainly based on a pattern recognition algorithm is
introduced.
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1.

Introduction

Previous measurements at the Europabrücke matched very well with the comparative
analytical calculations, but they also exhibited the remarkable level of intensity of the
loading impact. The present work is focused on three levels:
Level I : Global behaviour – primary load bearing members (traffic loading observation
based on laser-supported global deflection measurement)
Level II : Cross-sectional behaviour under special consideration of the cantilever regions
(dynamic truck-weight classification system, which utilises laser-calibrated accelerometers
reproducing vertical cantilever deformations based on pattern recognition)
Level III : Local behaviour – e.g. the bottom and top joints of the bridge’s torsional
bracings (verification with additional strain gauge measurements)
In each of these levels of analysis the consumption of the structure’s overall-capacity per
year is to be determined. The remaining, fatigue-relevant recurring response-cycles in
different categories of intensity and occurrence are extracted by means of RainflowCounting. As the present lifetime calculations are performed in terms of stresses by means
of damage-accumulation, global and local Finite Element Analysis is necessary for the
transition of measuring data. The detailed knowledge about the progression of the
prevailing traffic from the very beginning up to these days and the implementation of
published future trend studies for the next ten years can be used for an extrapolation of the
measured impact for the whole lifetime.

2.

Measurement and applied procedures

To reach the defined goals, a permanent monitoring system has been developed in a
stepwise manner from June 2003 until July 2004 (Fig. 1). It consists of 24 measuring
channels (sampling rate 100 Hz) representing the main span’s, the pier’s and the
cantilever’s accelerations, the abutment’s dilatation, wind speed and direction, and
temperatures at several locations.
The research work discussed in the present paper started with the installation of the
permanent monitoring system. An extensive explanation of the approach in general and its
methodology in detail has already been given in [1 & 2] and is visualised in Figure 2. The
present contribution explicitly deals with measurement data and how they are made
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available and conditioned. For reasons of a limited extension of the present contribution it
is mainly going to be focused on the already mentioned cantilever regions (Level II).

Fig. 1 The permanent monitoring system and its several measurement sections
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Fig.2 Detailed flowchart of the methodology

3.

Level II - Cross Sectional Behaviour

The bridge’s 7.5 m long cantilevers are primarily heavily loaded by trucks, as those with a
permissible maximum weight of more than 7.5 t are only allowed to use the first lane. This
emphasizes the importance of this level and supported the decision to incorporate the
cantilever itself into the permanent monitoring system. For permanent monitoring of the
cantilever vibration, so-called Forced Balance Accelerometers (FBA11, sampling rate 100
Hz) are used. According to Fig.3 three one-dimensional sensors were installed in the region
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of bridge pier II to describe the loading behaviour in the transverse direction. Two of them
called Patsch & Patsch 15 are located in a defined distance of 15 m - in the same direction
of traffic – to verify recurring truck passages and their related velocities without any
disturbance of traffic by smoothing the signal with various time intervals (weighted
averaging) and subsequent automatic “peak-picking”.

Fig. 3 Vehicle recognition by acceleration sensors placed at the bridge-cantilevers

This procedure is comparable with the utilisation of digital filters and widely eliminates the
influence of interferences in the higher frequency range. Nevertheless it was found out that
smoothing maintains the whole energy impact much better than digital filters, especially in
case of trucks passing the measurement section back to back. Consequently the structural
member’s response – the sensor signal of acceleration - has to be transformed into a signal
of absolute displacement, as this is the decisive variable of interest for further stress-based
fatigue analysis. This state variable typically can not be derived mathematically from
transducer-accelerations. Elimination of the acceleration’s offset and double integration
lead to vibration about the neutral axis - in terms of relative displacements [3]. For that
reason the so-called DYGES algorithm (the German acronym for Dynamic Weight
Registration System) was developed, which enables the authors for the first time to
generate absolute displacements from relative accelerations by means of digital signal
processing. This pattern recognition based procedure (Fig. 2) mainly consists of weighted
averaging, unification of the signal’s algebraic sign (squaring), an envelope function (based
on time window secant method) and a histogram-based offset elimination.
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Fig. 4 Reproduced absolute vertical cantilever displacements based on accelerometer measurements before
the input of calibration (DYGES progression – specified in flowchart Fig. 13 )

The previous figure (Fig. 4) compares the reproduced vertical displacement patterns based
on accelerometer measurements (DYGES & DYGES15) and gives an insight, how single
and repeated truck-crossings can be identified and isolated (sequence of local extrema) for
further assessment. The influence of prevailing velocities and motor vehicle tonnage has
still to be considered (=> Fig. 12). In succession velocity (peak picking) and deflection
intensity can be determined for further calibration purposes based on the identification of
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the occurring, identical truck crossings - extracted from the two successively located
accelerometers (Patsch & Patsch15). It is to be specified, that the pattern of DYGES15 is
mainly used for velocity identification. The reproduction of a “quasi-laser”-progression is
exclusively based on the DYGES pattern itself as the laser-calibration in terms of vertical
displacements could only be performed for the first of the two successively located
cantilever-accelerometers.

Fig. 5 Laser transmitter unit; optoelectric receiver unit, fully loaded calibration truck (42.8t)

It is to be emphasized, that this approach of deriving cantilever-displacements due to traffic
loading is a structure-specific approximation, which had necessarily to be optimised by
calibration truck-crossings for consistent analysis. This information was obtained in the
course of an additional measurement campaign in May 2005, which was conducted under
the following aspects: Trucks with varying, well-known loads (a fully loaden truck and also
a truck without any tonnage) passed the measurement section with stepwise increased
velocities (from 20 to 60 km/h). This process was repeated under simultaneous
measurement of vertical deflection (laser supported) and acceleration (Fig. 5). The essential
sources of interest, which had necessarily to be implemented into the DYGES procedure,
were the dynamic amplification due to the influence of transported weight as well as due to
the influence of the truck’s velocity. The calibration based part of the algorithm- already
highlighted in Fig. 2 – is specified in Fig. 13. The measurement section is located directly
above bridge pier II, thus the analytical calculation (for verification purposes) with the
same (static) truck loading was carried out on a bridge segment modelled with shell
elements under prevention of global deformations (Fig. 6). The achieved cantilever
deformations for the unloaded as well as for the loaded truck show a very good accordance
with the obtained measured values. When analyzing Fig. 6, one decisive assumption of the
DYGES - algorithm is confirmed analytically. The cantilever’s response due to explicit
truck loading impact does not interact with the cantilever belonging to the opposite driving
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direction. This fact supports the already made observance during extensive measurementdata analysis.

Fig. 6 Bridge segment modelled with shell elements and stressed by a heavily loaded truck (42.8 tons)

Fig. 7 shows the very remarkable result of the laser supported calibration-measurement
campaign. The pattern was obtained by weighting both performed truck-crossing repetition
procedures. The functions, which can be understood as an amplification-factor pattern, have
similar characteristics for heavy loaded trucks as well as for unloaded ones, even if the
latter one is more distinctive.
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Fig. 7 Amplification pattern (laser supported vertical absolute displacements) of the cantilever

Long term monitoring based fatigue investigation (High Cycle Fatigue) assumes stresses
and strains to remain elastic. For that reason these two functions can be connected via
generatrix (linear interpolation), which enables to utilize the information for an automatic
registration of all truck weights occurring under characteristic operational conditions (Fig.
8).

Fig. 8 Areal function for absolute vertical cantilever displacements (laser) with varying weight and velocity
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Fig. 9 gives the complementary information to the results visualised in Fig. 7 for
simultaneously perfomed, accelerometer-supported cantilever measurements. The patterns
were again obtained by weighting the DYGES based results of both performed truckcrossing repetition procedures (Fig. 2). The functions, which can be understood as an
amplification-factor pattern, again have a distinctive trend line for heavily loaded trucks as
well as for unloaded ones, even if each flexion shape is an individual one in detail.

Fig. 9 Amplification pattern (accelerometer supported non-calibrated absolute displacements) of the
cantilever

Fig. 10 Areal function for reproduced absolute vertical cantilever displacements (accelerometer) with varying
weight and velocity
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Successively these two functions are connected via generatrix (linear interpolation), which
enables to utilize the information for an automatic registration of all truck weights
occurring under characteristic operational conditions (Fig. 10). Especially the comparison
of both derived areal functions (Fig. 8 & Fig. 10) strongly supports the need to implement a
calibration sequence into the developed DYGES algorithm. Thus a scaling matrix is derived
from both matrices, which fulfils this requirement to calibrate the reproduced,
accelerometer-based absolute displacements (Fig. 11). The scaling of a registered event
itself is accomplished by means of a experimentally determined threshold level and by
using sequences of local extrema included in the DYGES-progression. Each node within
the time-history of these isolated events is multiplied with the same appropriate scaling
factor before being implemented into the initial DYGES function again (Fig.11 & Fig. 12).
Further details are included in the flowchart - Fig.13.
Results from the current state of the transformation algorithm are exemplarily visualised in
Fig. 12 - the influence of prevailing velocities and motor vehicle tonnage is already
considered. Of course the output of the calibration measurement campaign is limited in
terms of the registered truck’s weight and velocity. As each occurring case needs to be
assessed, those cases which would be related with weights smaller than 8.7 tons are stated
with this value (conservative approach in accordance with the Scaling Matrix). Regarding
to the truck weight it can be assumed, that values lower than 8.7 ton (related with
approximately 1.5mm cantilever deformation) do not exceed the Wöhler curve’s cut-off
limits. Those cases which would be related with weights higher than 42.8 tons are stated
with this certain value ( non-conservative approach in accordance with the Scaling Matrix).
Values higher than 42.8 tons should not be exceeded remarkably often, as extended
observation by the bridge owner confirmed compliance with the permissible maximum
weight (44 tons).
Regarding to the truck velocity it can be assumed, that cases which would be related with
velocities lower than 20 km/h are stated with this certain value (non-conservative approach
in accordance with the Scaling Matrix) even if such cases should be negligible. Cases
which are going to be related with velocities higher than 60 km/h are also stated with this
certain value (conservative approach in accordance with the Scaling Matrix). It needs to be
kept in mind that values higher than 60 km/h are not possible during the daytime. This
assumption is based on an existing speed limit (40km/h) but is also a logical conclusion of
the fact, that the prevailing intensity of traffic flow prevents values higher than 60 km/h.
Long term monitoring – leading to an automatic registration of truck volume, truck velocity
and truck weight – will state more precisely, how often exceedance of 60 km/h will occur
during the night time. In any case Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 clearly show, that the usage of upper
bound values of the scaling matrix at least lead to conservative solutions - for exceedance
cases of velocity - even if the exact information for rescaling is not available. Exact results
of the performed traffic analysis (Tab 1 & Tab 2) are strongly going to support the
observance of randomness of the output-information and its relevance for fatigue-analysis
based on statistical studies.
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Fig. 11 Scaling matrix to calibrate reproduced absolute vertical cantilever displacements (accelerometer =>
laser) in dependence of varying weight and velocity

Fig. 12 Reproduced cantilever displacements vs. directly measured ones & acceleration signal
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Following the described principles the cantilever’s vertical deformations are reproduced
qualitatively (progression) and quantitatively with sufficient accuracy for further fatigue
assessment. A detailed observation of Fig. 12 shows two main perceptible deviations
(qualitatively) between the directly measured and the reproduced displacement pattern.
With regard to continuative fatigue analysis their influence on the obtained data can be
neglected and is explained in the following:
1) Existing cycles - mainly occurring during unloaded vibration about the neutral axis - that
do not exceed the predefined, correlation matrice’s section margin are ignored.
2) The imaginary flow of water, which is initiated in every peak and valley in the course of
Rainflow counting, is followed until it experiences a drop. Referring to the principles of the
applied Rainflow algorithm ([2 & 3]), there is no discrepancy, when small patternsequences are not available anymore, as long as all occurring local extreme values are made
available for further analysis. Both cases do not represent a source of uncertainty for further
fatigue-relevant cycle-counting.

Fig. 13 Specified flowchart of the calibration approach for the cantilever’s acceleration sensors

Finally it is to be specified, that the extracted output, which is drawn upon the measurement
based DYGES algorithm and conditioned for further structural analysis, leads to cantilever
displacements as well as to a freight traffic-classification (volume / tonnage / velocity) and
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is mainly related to one acceleration-sensor (Patsch). Events, which might possibly be
identified at the other accelerometer located successively 15 m away from the first one
(Patsch15) but not confirmed at Patsch have to be ignored, as well as in the opposite
situation. Furthermore an additional outlier sensitivity criterion was implemented to enable
a stable recognition of vehicle registration by means of the two corresponding cantilever
accelerometers. This also demanded to establish time-frame-equivalent velocities from
which certain minimum value (10 km/h) up to which certain maximum value (115 km/h)
identified loading events can be linked to each other (Fig. 13).

Fig. 14 The axonometric projection of the Rainflow Matrix (left), its relating ground view (right) and the
appropriate level crossing histogram for a representative month (July 2004)

Fig. 14 shows the result of Rainflow counting for a monitoring period of one month based
on the present stage of development of the introduced reproduction procedure for cantilever
displacements (DYGES). The influence of all levels of loading is obvious but eliminated
via fatigue relevant transition to a corresponding Damage Matrix [2] which is of eminent
importance for further Finite Element calculations.
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In addition to the methodology’s output in the Rainflow domain, which has become a
matter of course in performance calculation nowadays, the introduced DYGES algorithm
also enables the authors to extract more conventional classification data (Tab 1 & Tab 2)
in terms of traffic volume and individual truck weight for any aspired time-segment. The
fatigue causing truck traffic is registered and classified via in-situ procedures which were
established as a major part of the permanent monitoring system. This freight traffic
classification was successfully validated using officially collected traffic data from the
tollbooth, which is located directly at the Europabrücke. This tollbooth provides the
information about counted truck units and their number of axes. This validation was
supported by additional video-recordings for individual time-periods, which lead to a final
approval of the DYGES algorithm’s output (Fig. 14).

> 42.8 tons

Number of Events
237
177
176

35 - 42.8 tons

217

30 - 35 tons

204

25 - 30 tons

15 - 20 tons

1386

20 - 25 tons

10 - 15 tons

Day
18.05.2005

8.7 - 10 tons

Traffic Count Mass 18.05.2005 00:00:00 - 19.05.2005 00:00:00
Tonnage-Classificaton

339

1319

Tab 1 Exemplary tonnage classification based on the Dyges-algorithm (downward driving direction)

50 - 55 km/h

55 - 60 km/h

> 60 km/h

Number of Events
236
795
1067

45 - 50 km/h

129

40 - 45 km/h

100

35 - 40 km/h

25 - 30 km/h

315

30 - 35 km/h

20 - 25 km/h

Day
18.05.2005

< 20 km/h

Traffic Count Velocity 18.05.2005 00:00:00 - 19.05.2005 00:00:00
Velocity - Classification

418

134

88

773

Tab 2 Exemplary velocity classification based on the Dyges-algorithm (downward driving direction)
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Fig. 15 Video supported validation of freight traffic-classification based on permanent monitoring

4.

Adaptation of the In-Situ Output by Means of existing Traffic Data

The fatigue analysis itself is going to be performed in terms of stresses, which means that
comparative lifetime calculations with nominal as well as with structural stresses are going
to be carried out. The fatigue threat exclusively caused by truck traffic leads to the
application of High Cycle Fatigue-Theory as the used stress life approach is most suitable
for long life applications in civil engineering. The displacement cycles obtained via
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rainflow-analysis from the reproduced cantilever displacement function (DYGES
algorithm) are implemented into bridge segments, which can be individualised in their
geometry depending on the determined area of interest (modelled with shell elements – e.g.
Fig. 6). Stresses and strains are assumed to remain elastic. This facilitates the calculations
as the transition from the monitoring based impact data into the Finite Elements Models is
undertaken by means of a unit static load case – vertical deformation along the cantilever’s
outer edge in the area of the sensor position - which is to be calculated and related to all
other occurring displacement cycles afterwards. The applied hypotheses for the
implementation of derived displacement data on bridge segment models has to be affirmed.
For that reason further fatigue calculations are to be extended to other possible loading
configurations - with the same displacement value at the sensor position, but with other
flexion shapes – leading to local analysis corresponding to different notch classes.
The assessment of an analysed detail is always carried out with a Damage Matrix calculated
for the measuring time of a whole year ( => ‘Damage-per year effect’) to determine the
consumption of the overall loading-capacity per year for the corresponding detail.
The detailed knowledge about the progression of the prevailing traffic from the very
beginning up to these days and the implementation of published future trend studies about
the next ten years is used for fatigue analysis (variation of traffic volume & variation of the
notional truck-weight). Even if the permanent monitoring system provides performancedata over a long period of time, this timeframe is relatively small compared to the bridge’s
overall lifetime. This is the reason why the derived counting matrices have necessarily to be
adapted to time-segments outside the monitoring period. Following this intention the
changing operational conditions in terms of varying traffic volume as well as varying
effective tonnage can be taken into consideration. To derive every considered year’s
Damage Matrix affected by the variation of traffic volume, fatigue analysis approximately
demands a uniform adaptation of the number of occurrences for all elements of the derived
Rainflow Matrix. Studies such as the one by Dreßler et al. [4] have shown that this uniform
scaling of the number of occurrences is not adequate for lifetime estimations. The author’s
advanced approach considers a method developed for the usage in the Rainflow domain based on [2], which covers the remaining scatter of prevailing loading spectra – assuming
that the physical process corresponding to the extrapolated matrix is not of a significantly
different type than the process generating the initial matrix. The basic concept utilizes
nonparametric density estimators (further reading in [1] & [4]). Assuming that several
derived counting matrices are generated by equal subdivision and assignment of entries,
they can be superposed linearly. Such Rainflow Matrices correspond to several loading
histories, stringed together. This enables the authors to consider changing service
conditions like the variation of the loading level (notional truck-weight) – possibly by rescaling of the Damage Matrice’s subdivision.
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5.

Conclusions and Future Work

The present publication was focused on the heavily loaded orthotropic bridge deck’s
cantilevers in the present contribution – representing one certain part of the introduced
three level considerations. The author’s goal was to deal explicitly with measurement data
and with procedures, how to condition them and make them available for further
performance considerations. To reach these goals, the so-called DYGES algorithm (the
German acronym for Dynamic Weight Registration System), was developed which enables
the authors for the first time to generate absolute displacements from relative accelerations
by means of digital signal processing. Furthermore the DYGES algorithm also enables the
authors to extract more conventional classification data in terms of traffic volume and
individual truck weigth. The fatigue causing truck traffic was registered, classified via insitu procedures which were established as part of the permanent monitoring system. This
heavy freight traffic classification in terms of traffic volume as well as in terms of truck
weight was successfully validated by comparison to officially collected data at the tollbooth
located directly at the Europabrücke. This tollbooth provides the information about counted
truck units and their number of axes. This validation was supported by additional videorecordings for individual time-periods as well as with Finite Element calculations, which
showed a very satisfactory accordance.
Thus the main goal, the substitution of the standard’s premises – referring to loading – has
been reached in a quite innovative manner. The development of DYGES was nominated for
the Austrian Award for Telematics, by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Innovation and
Technology. The methodology provides a strictly in-situ based loading input parameter for
continuative fatigue analysis leading to a “tailor-made” performance prediction.
A continuative methodology has been prepared, which uses the isolated hot spot areas for
detailed fatigue analysis to determine, how grave the present situation is with regard to the
remaining service lifetime using the monitoring based impact. Comprehensive Finite
Element Analysis is necessary to quantify the real fatigue-threat. This methodology of
course implies additional strain gauge measurements in each of the considered levels of
analysis (Level I – Level III) for verification purposes of the Finite Element based stresslife approach. This conception assures the determination and observation of slowly
progressing processes in the structure, which might lead to local damage or to deterioration
of the structure’s operational integrity. The results of these hot spot analysis with regard to
the fatigue resistance itself are going to be undertaken and discussed in the course of further
publications.
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